®

Easier Faster Safer
Get an immediate ROI with
simultaneous improvement in
both productivity and safety.
WINNER

NSW WorkCover

Best solution to an
identified workplace health
and safety issue

Rotatruck® vs. Handtruck
Leverage PlusTM
The smaller Rotacaster wheel
at the front gives the Rotatruck
greater leverage than traditional
2-wheelers, making it easier to
pull back, park, lever and balance
loads.

More leverage, less effort

32% less
pull-back effort
55% less
general handling effort
Easier pull-back effort
& no need to park at waypoints.

Parking and pulling back loads
at waypoints increases strain on
musculoskeletal structure.

Hands Free BalanceTM
The Rotatruck’s compact, multidirectional wheel base fully
supports loads without operator
input. No need to park or pull
back loads as frequently.

0kg load
to carry

Just push, don’t carry

The Rotatruck carries the load, not the
operator.

Constant operator input to maintain load
balance exerting strain and effort.

Magic Step UpTM
The fixed orientation of the
Rotacaster wheel allows you
to step and lever loads instead
of turning and reversing (over
obstacles), with 78% less effort
and 63% faster.

78% less lifting effort
63% faster
negotiating kerbs

Lever, don’t lift

Up kerbs or over obstructions without
reversing.
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rotatruck.com

Maximum effort required to reverse
and pull load up a kerb.

Dual Nose RotatruckTM
The Dual Nose RotatruckTM for general material handling and delivery is the
easiest, quickest and safest way to handle large and heavy items.
Its ergonomic design minimises repetitive pull back, bending and user effort.
Self-Supporting Wheel Base
Self-supporting multi-directional
Rotatrucks are based on a highly
manoeuvrable four wheeled
base that increases productivity.

Foldable Nose
Dual Nose Rotatruck

An additional folding Nose reduces
bending and lifting required and
carries loads up to 100kg.
Optional with XL noses (20x12”).

Optional Wide Frame Kit
Optional aluminium wide frame kit
to increase the frame width from
305mm to 445mm.

Puncture Proof Rear Wheel
The puncture proof Microcell
foam rear wheels navigate with
ease through rough surfaces.
Dual Nose Rotatruck with wide frame kit

PRODUCT CODES:
Standard Noses: 11-23-AT/2601
XL bottom nose: 11-23-AT/2702
2 XL noses: 11-23-AT/2703
• Load Capacity: 220kg
• Load capacity folding nose: 100kg
• Weight: 23kg

Optional Ratchet Strap
The Ratchet Strap ensures
that the load does not
become dislodged when being
transported and is adjustable.

COMPONENTS
• Aluminium straight frame
• 2x 125mm R3 RotacasterTM wheels
• 250mm foam filled rear wheels
• Optional ratchet strap
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